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Abstract 
Two Models for Electricity Demand using Keyword 
Search Volume and Panel Artificial Neural Network 
Sungjun Park 
Dept. of Earth Resources and Environmental Engineering 
The Graduate School 
Hanyang University 
 
Big data analysis and machine learning are rising analytical tools in data analysis. Big 
data is an area that collects and maintains a huge amount of raw data for field-specific data 
analysis. Machine learning is the main analytical tool for handling such data. This study 
investigates the applicability of keyword search volume, and develops an ANN (Artificial 
Neural Network) model using panel data to analyze electricity demand and forecast prices. 
There is no analysis using keyword search volume in econometrics, especially energy 
economics. Therefore, this study intends to build a new electricity demand model. In 
addition, since there is no model building study that applies panel data, this study constructs 
a novel panel ANN model. This study consists of two essays: panel analysis model 
development and panel ANN model development. 
In the first essay, this analysis derives the relationship between US household electricity 
consumption and renewable energy. For this purpose, keyword search volume is used to 
present new influential factors in analyzing economic indicators. The model considers three 
keywords related to electricity consumption: “renewable,” “weather forecast,” and 
“temperature.” Furthermore, there has been no way to quantify household renewable 
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energy consumption, no studies have analyzed the correlation between renewable energy 
and US household electricity consumption. Such consumption is difficult to estimate and 
it is more difficult to grasp than other major sectors including commerce and industry 
because of issues related to personal information collection and the cost of measurement. 
This study therefore analyzes the correlation with household electricity consumption by 
constructing a model including interest in renewable energy using keyword search volume. 
The model, which analyzes the impact of these keywords is constructed using three 
regression equations based on the static energy demand model, and analyze the impact of 
these keywords. In the household sector, although a variety of renewable energy is used, it 
is difficult to derive the economic implications of such use as it is not converted into a 
quantifiable value. Therefore, this study uses the search keyword “renewable” to estimate 
the impact of renewable energy. “Weather forecast” and “temperature” were also selected 
as Internet search keywords. These keywords are used because temperature is one of the 
important factors in determining household electricity consumption. 
As a result, all the variables are stationary and the Hausman test indicates that the fixed 
effects estimation is more robust than the random effects estimation. In the case of the 
model using the keyword “renewable” as an explanatory variable, all the variables except 
the price variable are statistically significant at the 1% level; this search term has a negative 
correlation with household electricity consumption. Household electricity consumption 
decreases by 16.017 million kWh for every one unit increase in the keywords search using 
“renewable.” “Temperature” also has a negative coefficient, which is similar to heating 
degree days. 
The correlation between the two variables, which intuitively appear to be unrelated, 
could have significant meaning. When one searches for “renewable” in the context of their 
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household, they probably have a clear purpose. In the event that excessive electricity is 
consumed or electricity bills are high, households will search for alternatives to reduce 
electricity consumption. In the case of households equipped with renewable energy 
facilities, the power consumption will decrease in proportion to the capacity, and the results 
of the estimation can be seen. 
This study finds that the correlation coefficient of the “renewable” variable is the highest, 
and the “temperature” variable also has a significant correlation with household electricity 
consumption. The “renewable” keyword has a large negative correlation with household 
electricity consumption, which can be estimated as being a result of the growing interest in 
renewable energy. Although the electricity consumption patterns of households are 
influenced by many variables, this study suggests that interest in renewable energy should 
also be included as a major factor influencing such consumption. 
In the second essay, this study predicts electricity price using ANN, which have already 
been used as tools for prediction in various fields. In general, ANN have been used for 
short-term forecasting in many economic analysis studies. On the other hand, as the 
forecast point increases, the accuracy of prediction decreases sharply. The forecasting 
accuracy in long-term forecasting is greater than that of short-term forecasting in the same 
dataset. Therefore, this study uses panel data to compensate for the decline in ANN 
forecasting accuracy in long-term forecasts in the same dataset. 
The panel data contains information that time series data does not have. It has trend 
information of time series data as well as state or country characteristics. However, there 
are very few studies in economics that have used panel data for prediction using ANN. 
Existing studies use panel data without differentiating between entities in the model 
structure. The panel ANN studies did not differentiate between state and national data or 
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have independent learning such as the pooled OLS method. 
Therefore, this study constructs a panel ANN structure using the advantages of panel 
data and analyzes its accuracy according to the change of forecasting periods. The model 
intends to improve the accuracy of predicted values by learning the unobserved 
heterogeneity contained in panel data from each state. The analysis is conducted on the 
assumption that it would be possible to learn not only time series information but also 
country or state information. 
The panel analysis removes the cross-sectional dependence in the unobserved 
heterogeneity of the panel data. Unlike panel analysis, this study constructs a model 
structure to learn the unobserved heterogeneity of such data. The learning is conducted 
separately for each state, and two or three hidden layers are inserted. After 6, 12, 18 and 24 
months forecasting, total RMSE and MAPE are estimated and the optimal model is selected. 
For empirical analysis, this study uses panel data of US electricity prices by state. Natural 
gas prices are also predicted for additional model verification. For the electricity price 
forecasting model, the accuracy of the result using time series data in 6 and 12 months 
forecasts is higher than using panel data. On the other hand, the results of 18 and 24 months 
indicate that the results of panel data are much better. In the case of natural gas Citygate 
prices, the results of the model using time series data for only 6-month predictions are better 
while other predictions show that the panel data model has high accuracy. A noteworthy 
point is that panel data models tend to be more accurate as the forecast period increases. 
Although the timing of improvement in accuracy differs, both models show an 
improvement of the panel data forecasting model in long-term predictions. 
According to the results, when estimating a small number of predicted values, the trend 
of the time-series data greatly influences the result and a time-series model produces better 
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predictions. On the other hand, the longer the forecast period, the better the panel data 
model that learns from unobserved heterogeneity of the states rather than from the trends. 
Since weights are updated without affecting each layer, it can be said that the model learns 
by considering the heterogeneity of each state. In comparison to a time series model in 
which only the trend is learned, the panel data model utilizes more information to improve 
accuracy by learning the trends and heterogeneity of each state. 
In this study, electricity consumption is analyzed using panel data and electricity price 
prediction is performed. The electricity consumption analysis suggests a new approach 
based on the model considered in household electricity consumption literature that 
incorporates data drawn from keyword search volume. This study used keyword search 
volume as a substitute variable to analyze the phenomenon that was impossible to explain 
due to the lack of quantitative data. This study shows that variables that have not been used 
hitherto, as they are not quantifiable or statistically significant, can be analyzed through 
keyword search volume. 
In the electricity price forecasting analysis, a novel panel ANN model is proposed to 
compensate for the decrease in forecasting accuracy when the forecasting period increases 
Panel ANN is a model that can be applied from day-to-day and hourly forecasts to long-
term trends of several years depending on the type of panel data. In analyzing the long-
term trends, a neural network model that can replace the large-scale simulation models such 
as NEMS (National Energy Modeling System) and WEM (World Energy Model) can also 
be constructed. Therefore, this model can be applied in various fields ranging from the 
hourly price forecast of the next day's electricity market to the long-term trend of CO2 
emissions. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Research question 
Big data analysis and machine learning are two major focuses of data science. Big data 
represents an area that collects and maintains enormous amounts of raw data for domain-
specific data analysis. Many technology-based companies are currently driving data 
collection and maintenance to become a core business. They are investing in product 
development to solve monitoring, experimentation, data analysis, simulation and other 
knowledge and business requirements. Social media organizations are also constantly 
generating very large amounts of data. Machine learning is the main analytical tool used to 
process such big data, and various models are being studied and developed through 
artificial neural network (ANN) or deep learning. 
Extracting meaningful patterns from large amounts of input data for decision making, 
forecasting, and other reasoning is a key challenge in big data analysis. In addition to 
analyzing and processing large amounts of data, it is also important to extract data that has 
not been used in the past and apply it to research. That is, when researching with big data, 
creative and innovative data analysis and management are needed. Machine learning is also 
very useful as a tool for big data analysis. In particular, problems such as rapid information 
search and differential modeling can be solved more effectively through ANN, which are 
a type of machine learning. However, there is no analysis using keyword search volume in 
econometrics, especially in the field of energy economics. Therefore, this study builds a 
novel energy demand model including keyword search volume. In addition, in the case of 
the ANN model applying the panel data, a novel panel ANN model is constructed through 
this study because there is no model construction case. 
First, this study uses Google Trends to examine the applicability of panel analysis for 
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keyword search volume. This study analyzes the relationship between household electricity 
consumption and keyword search volume using panel analysis. The motivation of 
electricity consumption panel analysis is twofold. The first is to derive the relationship 
between renewable energy and electricity consumption. The second is to confirm the 
availability of keyword search volume to “predict the present.” Following the Paris 
Agreement in 2015, the United States has been forced to reduce CO2 emissions, which has 
raised interest in renewable energy. However, there is no way to express this interest 
quantitatively in traditional economics. While US industrial electricity use can be restricted 
and managed at the national level, the degree of renewable energy in household electricity 
consumption is unknown, making it difficult to estimate. In addition, it is difficult to grasp 
than other major sectors including commerce and industry because of issues related to 
personal information collection and the cost of measurement [1]. Therefore, this study uses 
Internet queries to build a model that includes interest in renewable energy and analyze its 
correlation with household electricity consumption. 
Google has one of the largest search engines in the Internet search market. Google offers 
search services around the world, Google Trends shows the search frequency of a keyword 
based on all Google searches conducted globally and in real time. As Google Trends can 
use information that is yet to be announced, its data can predict the present. “Predict the 
present” refers to analyzing the current situation, which has not yet been officially 
announced and cannot be otherwise analyzed. Google Trends analysis has the more 
favorable capability to “predict the present” rather than “predict the future” [2]. In this 
study, the analysis is conducted under the assumption that Google Trends data could be 
used as an explanatory variable in the econometric analysis. Therefore, if search frequency 
is more influential than existing explanatory variables, researchers should consider 
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constructing a model based on the frequency of Internet-based searches. 
Secondly, this study proposes a novel panel ANN model structured to fit the panel data. 
This study uses panel data to compensate for the decline in ANN forecasting accuracy in 
long-term forecasts. In general, ANN have been used for short-term forecasting in many 
economic analysis studies and show a high level of accuracy [3-8]. On the other hand, as 
the forecast point increases, the accuracy of prediction decreases sharply. Regardless of 
whether long-term prediction or short-term prediction, if forecast point increases, the 
prediction accuracy decreases. Therefore, under the same data set, the long-term 
forecasting accuracy becomes more inaccurate than the short-term prediction. 
This study focuses on the forecast point because we want to analyze the change in 
forecasting accuracy with the increased number of predictions as the forecast period 
changes from short- to long-term in the same dataset. The aim of this study is to compensate 
for the decline in forecasting accuracy of long-term predictions that are based on an 
economic forecasting model using time-series data. With an increase in the number of 
predicted points, the total forecasting accuracy decreases. As with all forecasting models, 
the predictions of the farther future will decline in accuracy, which will reduce the total 
forecasting accuracy.1 
The panel data includes information that does not exist in the time series data. It includes 
not only trends in time series data, but also state or national characteristics. ANN shows 
high accuracy with one or two point forecasts only with time series data, but as mentioned 
above, more information is needed to improve the accuracy when the forecast point is 
increased. Therefore, this study tries to improve forecasting accuracy by using panel data. 
                                           
1 In the case of large-scale simulation models such as NEMS (National Energy Modeling System) 
and WEM (World Energy Model), the difference between forecasts by scenario increases. 
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However, this model does not consider that prediction values are used repeatedly for the 
next forecast. Using prediction values that cannot determine the accuracy in neural network 
learning will cause the model to lose credibility. 
For model verification, electricity demand analysis and electricity price forecasting are 
performed. The electricity industry is the foundation of the national economy, and 
electricity supply, demand, and price are major considerations in all industrial sectors and 
also have a significant impact on living standard of residents [9-12]. In recent years, one of 
the most important commodities in the people's life are electricity. In terms of the national 
policy, the electricity market is one of the most important determinants and has sensitive 
[13]. Especially, the US electricity market is one of the largest in the world and its installed 
capacity and electricity consumption are also the world's largest. Therefore, this study 
attempts to analyze the US electricity market in terms of electricity consumption and prices. 
A more detailed description of the methodology is provided in Chapter 2, and consumption 
analysis and price forecasting are provided in chapters 3 and 4, respectively. Finally, the 
overall summary and conclusions are provided in the last chapter. 
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1.2 Literature review 
1.2.1. Panel analysis of electricity demand 
Many researchers have studied of the temperature, price, and income elasticity of 
household electricity consumption in various ways. Some studies emphasize the 
importance of temperature variables in electricity consumption analysis. Hekkenberg et al. 
[14] analyze electricity demand in the Netherlands from 1970 to 2007. They find that, since 
1970, electricity demand has been increasingly dependent on temperature differences; thus, 
it is appropriate to set the temperature factor as a variable in demand analysis. Bessec and 
Fouquau [15] analyze the correlation between European Union (EU) electricity demand 
and temperature. Based on panel data from 15 European countries over 20 years, they use 
a panel threshold regression model to calculate the results. Emphasizing that temperature 
is an important factor in determining European electricity consumption, they show that 
temperature sensitivity to electricity consumption is increasing. 
Many panel studies have focused on the price and income elasticity of household 
electricity consumption. Paul et al. [16] use monthly average prices and electricity demand 
data by state from 1990 to 2006 and apply the partial adjustment model including monthly 
heating degree days (HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD). The coefficient value of 
annual average prices is -0.13 in the short term and -0.36 in the long term, confirming that 
electricity demand is price elastic. Paul et al. [16] argue that prices are exogenous in the 
demand equation. Alberini et al. [17] analyze residential electricity and gas consumption 
in the United States from 1997 to 2007. They find that the change in demand due to 
electricity prices is small in the short term (with short-run price elasticities ranging between 
-0.08 and -0.15) and suggest a price increase to reduce energy consumption from a long-
term perspective. Alberini and Filippini [18] analyze household electricity demand for 48 
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states in the United States from 1995 to 2007. They conduct panel analysis to overcome 
external validity limitations and, unlike Alberini et al. [17], use household-level data. The 
price elasticity of electricity demand is estimated to range from -0.860 to -0.667. Further, 
the price elasticity of electricity demand decreases with income but its effect is minimal. 
These results are in stark contrast with other research and government figures. Sun [19] 
analyzes household electricity consumption in 48 US states from 1995 to 2010. He raises 
the issue of the endogeneity of electricity prices and uses the bias-corrected least squares 
dummy variable (LSDV) and generalized method of moments (GMM) methods to address 
this problem. Salari and Javid [20] analyze household electricity consumption from 2005 
to 2013 in 48 states of the United States. Static and dynamic panel estimation models are 
used to analyze electricity consumption. Price elasticity is estimated to be -0.076 and 
income elasticity is estimated to be 0.052 in the short term. The results show that both HDD 
and CDD have a greater impact on household electricity consumption than prices and 
building age in both panel estimation models. They also show that price and income 
elasticities have a large correlation only in the long term.  
Studies of household electricity consumption have also been conducted outside the 
United States. Filippini [21] empirically analyzes household electricity consumption for 22 
cities in Switzerland from 2000 to 2006. In the long run, he finds that electricity prices are 
able to adjust consumption patterns by comparing peak and off-peak electricity demand 
elasticities. However, he also shows that electricity prices have no significant correlation 
with electricity consumption from a short-term perspective. Azevedo et al. [22] estimate 
the price and income elasticities of the United States and EU and, find that household 
electricity prices are inelastic. When United States and EU panel data are analyzed together, 
the price elasticity is estimated to be -0.18, -0.21 compared with -0.20, -0.21 for EU 
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countries and -0.21, -0.25 for the United States. Wiesmann et al. [23] focus on the impact 
of residential characteristics on electricity consumption in Portugal. They find that the 
direct effect of income on electricity consumption is low, and appears to be even lower if 
relevant control variables are included. 
These studies yield significantly different coefficients because of differences in the 
underlying methodology, variables, and period. In addition, all examine household 
electricity consumption trends from a long-term perspective, and therefore mostly use 
annual data. Hence, the purpose of this study is to explore the short-term relationship, 
leading us to exclude household income from the analysis and use monthly data. 
 
1.2.2. Keyword search volume 
Despite the wide variety of online information available, it has not been used in 
traditional econometrics. In particular, although this information is provided continuously 
and in real time, it has not been used in economics, even for short-term analysis. To address 
these issues, Choi and Varian [2] apply Google Trends to traditional econometrics and 
suggest the applicability of Google Trends data for analyzing automobile sales, 
unemployment claims, travel destination planning, and consumer confidence. Using simple 
seasonal AR(1) models with Google Trends variables improves forecast accuracy by 5-20% 
thereby, encouraging its use in various fields. As a result, research has used Google Trends 
to analyze household behavior such as commodity consumption activity in the labor and 
housing markets [24]. 
Keyword search volume is also used to analyze social phenomena. Typically, many 
studies are analyzing unemployment rates. Askitas and Zimmermann [25] reveal a strong 
correlation between unemployment rates and search keywords from 2004 to 2009, using 
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monthly German data. As the explanatory variables, "unemployment office or agency", 
"unemployment rate", "personnel consultant", "most popular job search engines in 
Germany" were used. They argue that Google Trends data are an appropriate input for 
policymaking. In traditional econometric economics, it is impossible to consider the 
explanatory variables that can immediately reflect policy changes. Therefore, Internet 
activity data are useful for forecasting complex and rapidly changing trends. D'Amuri and 
Marcucci [26] use Google Trends to predict the US unemployment rate. In particular, the 
results of their Google Trends analysis yield better predictions than state-level or expert 
survey forecasts. Fondeur and Karamé [27] predict the unemployment rate in France by 
using data from Google queries on Internet keywords. It estimates the unemployed 
population aged 15-24 and shows an improvement in RMSE of 17.5%. 
The use of keyword search volume in the medical field is also increasing. Cooper et al. 
[28] find that search activity for certain cancers matches the expected incidence for 2001-
2003. Eysenbach [29] finds a high correlation between epidemiological data and the 
number of clicks on the search results for flu-related keywords in the Canadian flu season 
during 2004 and 2005. Polgreen et al. [30] show that the search volume for influenza-
related searches is correlated with the number reported continuously over 2004-2008. 
Ginsberg et al. [31] and Doornik [32] use Google search data on influenza virus 
surveillance. Based on this methodology, Google Flu Trends has predicted the incidence 
of flu in real time in many countries. Hulth et al. [33] estimate similar results in a study of 
the search keywords submitted to the Swedish medical website. 
US household electricity consumption is usually announced with a one-quarter delay. 
Moreover, some statistics may be published a year later. This fact is rarely highlighted in 
traditional econometrics. From this perspective, research has been conducted on the 
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possibility of using Google Trends. McCarthy [34] and Gunn III and Lester [35] argue that 
the presentation of suicide-related indicators in public health statistics is too late to affect 
social factors. McCarthy [34] analyze the correlation between the suicide rate and Google 
Trends keyword searches (“depression”, “suicide” and “teen suicide”) and suggesting that 
self-injury and suicide can be predicted. Gunn III and Lester [35] also analyze the 
association between suicide rates and Google Trends suicide searches (“commit suicide”, 
‘‘how to suicide’’ and ‘‘suicide prevention’’) and concludes that the search volume of three 
keywords in the US 50 states is positively correlated. The results show that we can monitor 
the trend of suicide rates more quickly than the central government’s presentation of suicide 
statistics. Sueki [36] analyzes the changes in Google search volume for suicide and 
depression in Japan. He suggests that searches for “depression” could alert public health 
officials to an impending rise in suicide rates. Therefore, these studies show the advantage 
of using keyword search volume for real-time information gathering and to overcome 
analysis errors resulting from data release delays 
In chapter 3, this study uses keyword search volume to analyze US household electricity 
consumption. No study has thus far analyzed the relationship between electricity 
consumption and keyword search volume except Park and Kim [37]. Although Salahuddin 
et al. [38] showed that there is a significant positive relationship between Internet usage, 
electricity consumption, and CO2 emissions in the long run, there is no analysis using 
Internet search terms. Given that keyword selection is an essential part of Google Trends 
data analysis, the theoretical assumptions are explained in Section 3.3. 
 
1.2.3. Artificial Neural network of electricity price forecast 
Various attempts at predictive analysis through ANN have been made in the field of 
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electricity prices. Wang and Ramsay [39] conducted electricity prices forecasts for public 
holidays and weekends using front-end processors (FEP) and ANN. They mentioned that 
the trend of SMP (System Marginal Cost), electric power demand, generation capacity and 
tender participants are factors affecting current SMP. However, considering the periodic 
characteristics of SMP due to changes in demand, generation capacity and tender 
participants were excluded from the variables. To estimate the SMP of each holiday, the 
settlement period index, estimated electricity demand, ID flag and historical SMP were 
used as variables. According to the predictions, each mean absolute percentage error 
(MAPE) was calculated as 9.40% on Saturday, 8.93% on Sunday and 12.19% on public 
holidays. Saturdays had a higher number of errors compared to Sunday and, due to lack of 
information, this was concluded to be a result of the influence of weekdays and holidays. 
  Yao et al. [40] implemented SMP prediction based on wavelet transform and ANN. 
Through the wavelet, the SMP is decomposed into several details related to the low-
frequency approximation portion and the high-frequency portion. After decomposing, the 
author estimated the approximate SMP using ANN learned from low frequency and 
electricity load data. Finally, short-term SMP prediction was performed by summing up 
the estimated approximate part and the weighted detail part. For empirical analysis, this 
study predicts the SMP of the UK electricity market from January to March 1997. The 
proposed wavelet transform and ANN method show good prediction results. On the other 
hand, SMPs generally rely heavily on generator bidding patterns, which depend on 
available power generation and transmission, system power reserve (SPR), and system 
potential demand (SPD). Therefore, to predict SMP, SPR and SPD should be included. 
However, this study suggests that only SPD data is used due to lack of SPR data, and in 
future, SPR should be included.  
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Zhang Li et al. [41] propose using a forecasting method of market clearing prices (MCP) 
with high volatility through an ANN for effective bidding strategies by power companies 
or independent power producers. MCP is difficult to predict because of the many 
uncertainties which interact with the bidding strategy in complex ways. This means a 
predictive value of key explanatory variables is required. Therefore, they compares and 
analyzes the effects of uncertainty measures and predictions on the predictive distribution 
of ANN through continuous and discontinuous networks. For the empirical analysis, the 
author performed MCP prediction of New England, and compared these to the existing 
predictive value. The data used for the prediction of MCP are the predicted load, actual 
load, expected MCP and actual MCP, and a total of more than 50 factors were used for 
MCP prediction. They implemented a prediction and confidence interval estimation 
method using a continuous-type ANN to improve the prediction of MCP in the New 
England. In addition, the differentiated network with MLP and radial based neural network 
prediction method was applied, offering an efficient ANN to calculate the exact prediction 
and confidence region. 
  Jau-Jia and Luh [42] used the “committee machine” consisting of multiple networks, and 
made forecasts for the New England electricity market price. In the case of a single neural 
network, when an improper ANN was applied, there is a chance of errors in the 
relationships that can be inferred from the input and output data. Therefore, the committee 
machine applied in order to mitigate these errors. They show that the committee machine 
is more advantageous than a single network through two empirical analyses. In the first 
empirical analysis, standard deviation of radial basis function (RBF) and MLP predictions 
are used as weights of the committee machine and this shows improved forecasting 
accuracy. The second empirical analysis uses the committee machine to predict the average 
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peak-hour MCP in the New England electricity market. Committee machine prediction 
results show that the MAPE improves by 1.66% and 2.53%, respectively, compared with 
RBF and MLP. When multiple neural networks are applied, the new weighting method can 
be used to improve prediction performance. 
  Rodriguez and Anders [43] conducted a study to forecast the MCP combined with ANN 
and fuzzy logic for the electricity market in the Ontario, United States. Three scenarios are 
set up for analysis. One where only demand is considered, another scenario in which 
generation capacity decreases sharply, and another scenario in which both demand and 
generation capacity decrease sharply. Four situations were set for each scenario in order to 
measure each MAPE. When fuzzy logic was also applied, scenarios were added. In the case 
of applying fuzzy logic, MAPE decreased significantly compared to the ANN which did 
not consider it. It is analyzed that the conventional Independent Market Operator (IMO) 
prediction has an average error of 55.21%, whereas the ANN using fuzzy logic has a value 
of -1.47%, which does not reflect sudden loss of power supply or power failure. It also 
shows that the predictive power of the existing model is reduced even at the point where 
demand increases sharply. 
  Gonzalez et al. [44] performed electricity price forecasting for the Spanish electricity 
market through an input / output hidden Markov model (IOHMM), which is an unsteady 
time series model using ANN. In order to optimize them, the Expectation-Maximization 
(EM) algorithm is used. In this study, two neural networks were studied using conditional 
distribution function to learn about market conditions and market price respectively. For 
the empirical analysis, the hourly electricity price from January to September 2001 in the 
Spanish power spot market was used. For the input variables, hourly power generation and 
demand data, and hourly power data with constant time lag were used. In addition, only 
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physical variables related to power demand and available resources were considered to 
clearly distinguish and separate market conditions. On the other hand, the lagged variables 
of the electricity price, fuel price, the sum of the supply functions, and the stake of the 
power company were considered as additional variables, but these did not affect the 
forecasting power. As a result, MAPE was 15.83%, which shows good prediction results 
in terms of accuracy as well as dynamic information on the market.  
  Lee et al. [45] proposed a prediction technique of SMP using back propagation ANN. 
This study consists of two approaches for input data, time axis and day axis, and applied 
ANN using patterns derived from both methods. The data pattern of the time axis approach 
consists of the vector of the weekly SMP for a specific time recorded in chronological order. 
The data pattern of the day axis approach consists of the vector of hourly SMP of the 
specific week. The time axis approach reflects the current market trends, and the day axis 
approach reflects hourly, daily, and seasonal characteristics. The application and 
comparison of the two approaches reflected the rapid real time changes, daily and seasonal 
characteristics and the spot market, and the improved SMP prediction results were derived. 
The proposed method can be applied to real power market data for short-term price 
forecasting, and electric power market participants can use it as a tool for optimal strategy 
establishment. 
 Gareta et al. [46] conducted power price forecasting using the Gray Box Model, which is 
the midpoint between the Black Box Model in which the relationship between input and 
output nodes is unknown and the White Box Model in which the relationship is expressed 
through equations. Twenty-four output nodes are set up to predict the hourly electricity 
price, and the input variables were sorted first because the problem of overfitting may occur 
when inputting low correlation variables. All input and output variables are normalized to 
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have a value between -1 and 1. 85 % of prediction results showed an error of less than 0.01€ 
and 75% of the results were less than 0.75€. In the case of long-term prediction using the 
predicted value as an input variable, 50 to 60% of the results had a prediction error of 0.05€ 
or less. 
  Georgilakis [47] conducted power price forecasting for the California power market 
using back propagation ANN and verified the predictive power. Based on the predicted 
power load, the author predicted 24 hour MCP with a “persistence method” for comparison 
with ANN. In the process of predicting the power load, neural networks were set up with 
24 nodes inputting the load for the past 24 hours, 24 nodes inputting the 24 hour load a 
week ago, and 24 output nodes. Experimental results show that the MAPE of the predicted 
value is lowest when past MCP, past load, and predicted load are used as the input 
parameters of ANN. In conclusion, this study suggests that California power price 
forecasting should be based on data that do not tolerate price shocks, as predicted by ANN, 
compared to the previously used “persistence method”. 
ANN used in the electricity price prediction can be classified as a feedforward network 
in which there is no direct connection between the output layer and the input layer, and a 
recurrent network in which inter-layer circulation exists. It can also be classified according 
to the number of nodes in the output layer. ANN with a single output node is used to 
forecast various type of prices such as electricity price [4, 44, 45, 48, 49], price at peak load 
[43, 50, 51], average base load price [3]. ANN, including multiple output nodes, are 
generally composed of 24 or 48 nodes, and predict the total price of the next day [52]. In 
many studies, electricity price forecasts are analyzed using various neural network 
structures. The neural network models and algorithms used for analysis and the input 
variables are presented in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1. Input variables and predict period of each artificial neural network models 
Research NN model 
Learning 
algorithm 
Input variables Predict period 
Wang and Ramsay 
[39] 
MLP BP 
Historical electricity prices, Forecast load, Settlement period, 
ID flag 
60 days 
Rodriguez and 
Anders [43] 
MLP,  
fuzzy MLP 
BP,  
LM 
Forecast load, Generation outages, capacity excess/shortfall, 
imports/exports 
1 day & 30 days 
Gareta et al. [46] MLP BP Historical electricity prices, day type, month 2 days 
Georgilakis [47] MLP BP Historical electricity prices, Forecast load, Historical load 2 weeks 
Szkuta et al. [52] MLP BP 
Historical electricity prices, Forecast load, Forecast reserves, 
Settlement period, day type, month , holiday code, 
Xmas code, clock change 
1 week 
Wang and Ramsay 
[53] 
MLP BP 
Historical electricity prices, Forecast load, 
capacity excess/shortfall, Settlement period, day type 
1 week 
Gao et al. [54] MLP BP 
Historical electricity prices, Forecast load, imports/exports, 
Past MCQ(market-clearing quantity), fuel price, weather, 
Settlement period, day type, season 
1 month 
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Table 1.1. Input variables and predict period of each artificial neural network models (continued) 
Research NN model 
Learning 
algorithm 
Input variables Predict period 
Mandal et al. [4] MLP BP 
Historical electricity prices, Forecast load, Historical load, 
temperature, Settlement period, day type 
1 week, 
1month 
Yamin et al. [3] MLP BP 
Historical electricity prices, Forecast load, Historical load, 
Historical reserves, Forecast reserves, Settlement period, 
day type, line status, congestion index, line limits 
1 week 
Hu et al. [55] MLP BP Historical electricity prices, Forecast load, MRR 1 week 
Lora et al. [56] MLP BP Historical electricity prices 3 month 
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1.3 Research framework 
This section describes the research framework for panel analysis include keyword search 
volume and panel ANN. A more detailed description of the model structure is given in 
Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. 
 
1.3.1. Panel analysis of electricity demand using keyword search volume 
This study analyzes the correlation between interest in US renewable energy and US 
household electricity consumption by using keyword search volume. The model constructs 
based on the static energy demand model and uses HDD, CDD as temperature variables. 
In addition, electricity price variables and keyword search volume set as explanatory 
variables. This model considers three keywords related to electricity consumption: 
“renewable,” “weather forecast,” and “temperature.” The “weather forecast” and 
“temperature” keywords are selected to assess whether the weather variables represented 
by HDD and CDD could be replaced by Google Trends data. On the other hand, the 
“renewable” keyword is chosen to ascertain the impact of renewable energy on electricity 
consumption. The Figure 1.1 shows the flow of panel analysis using keyword search 
volume. A more detailed description is provided in Chapter 3 
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Figure 1.1. Core flow of panel analysis using keyword search volume 
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1.3.2. Panel artificial neural network model for electricity price forecasting 
This study constructs panel ANN structure using the advantages of panel data and 
analyze the accuracy according to the change of forecasting periods. The model intend to 
improve the accuracy of the predicted values by learning the unobserved heterogeneity 
contained in each states of the panel data. This ANN model is based on the assumption that 
not only time series information but also each state information can be learned. Therefore, 
unlike the panel analysis, the model structure is constructed in order to learn the unobserved 
heterogeneity of the panel data. In order to verify the model, empirical analysis is conducted 
using the panel data of the US electricity prices and gas prices by states. The Figure 1.2 
shows the flow of panel ANN model for electricity and gas price forecasting. A more 
detailed description is provided in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 1.2. Core flow of panel ANN 
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Chapter 2. Theoretical background 
 
2.1 Panel analysis 
Panel analysis is conducted to identify social phenomena in various fields such as 
economics, social sciences, etc. [37, 57]. Panel analysis is a type of longitudinal study that 
repeatedly observes the same subject to study changes over a period of time. In an 
econometric analysis, the panel data has multidimensional information. Panel data has an 
advantage that additional information can be obtained because it includes time-series data 
as well as cross-sectional data information. 
Time series data is a time-sequential record of the phenomenon or characteristics of a 
particular object. Cross-sectional data, on the other hand, is a collection of phenomena or 
characteristics of several individuals at a particular time. That is, time series data has 
several observation points for a specific object, whereas cross sectional data has several 
objects observed at a specific point in time. The panel data is a combination of the time 
series data and the cross sectional data. Panel data refers to data collected over many years 
for fixed entities such as individuals, companies, and countries. Therefore, the panel data 
is a record of the phenomenon or characteristics of several objects by observation points. 
As shown in the Figure 2.1, the time series data can only be analyzed by comparing the 
yearly variation through annual comparisons, but panel data can identify the differences 
between the cohorts. 
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Figure 2.1. Difference between time series data set and panel data set 
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The panel data is distinct from the pooled cross-sectional data. It should be differentiated 
from a simple combination of cross-sectional and time-series data. The key to panel data is 
to fix observation groups. In pooled cross-sectional data, different entities are surveyed at 
each time point, rather than repeatedly observing the same entity. Panel data, on the other 
hand, basically repeatedly surveys the same entity over time. 
Since the cross-sectional data is an examination of several entities at a specific time, only 
static relationships between variables can be estimated. On the other hand, the dynamic 
relationship can be estimated in the panel data because the individual is repeatedly observed. 
In addition, the unobserved heterogeneity of entities can be considered in the model. If the 
characteristics of these panel entities are excluded from regression analysis, the omitted 
variable bias may occur. In the regression model using panel data, model misspecification 
can be reduced because individual or national unobserved heterogeneity can be reflected. 
As mentioned above, panel data analysis can control unobserved heterogeneity by 
controlling the differences between countries or states. Additionally, it is possible to 
mitigate the endogeneity problem due to an omitted variable bias. In other words, data from 
one individual over many years can be used to control unobserved heterogeneity of 
individuals who do not change over time. This is an advantage of the fixed effect model or 
the within estimator. On the other hand, attenuation bias due to measurement error can be 
reduced. This is an advantage of the between estimator. Additionally, using a between 
estimator can control the effects of economic fluctuations [58, 59]. 
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2.1.1. Panel unit root test 
Before the panel analysis, we have to determine whether the variables contain panel unit 
roots. The unit root test is performed to check whether each variable in the panel model is 
time series stationary. When the analysis is performed using nonstationary time series data, 
spurious regression occurs, meaning that there is a high correlation even though each 
variable is unrelated. The panel unit root test methods are Levin–Lin–Chu test [60], Harris–
Tzavalis test [61], Hadri Lagrange multiplier stationarity test [62], Im–Pesaran–Shin(IPS) 
test [63], Fisher-type tests [64, 65], Breitung test [66] and so on. 
 
2.1.1.1. Im–Pesaran–Shin test 
IPS sets the regression equation for the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test as follows. 
'
, 1it i i t it i ity y z           (2.1) 
When the panel data satisfies the null hypothesis, the IPS determines that the data has a 
unit root and concludes that it is a nonstationary time series data. On the other hand, if the 
null hypothesis is rejected, it can be concluded that some cross-sectional data show a 
stationary time-series distribution. 
The IPS test obtains each t-value from the cross-sectional data through an ADF t-test. 
Then, the unit root test is conducted by calculating the average for all i  as follows: 
, ,
1
1 T
N T i T
i
t t
N 
         (2.2) 
As the IPS test method can have various lag lengths for each cross-sectional data point, 
it is less required than other unit root test methods. Therefore, a more realistic conclusion 
can be drawn [67]. 
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2.1.1.2. Fisher-type tests 
The Fisher-type test uses an average statistic such as the IPS method, but performs the 
panel unit root test by using the p-value in a meta-analysis. This test is the most commonly 
used unit root test and is known to have the highest power [67]. The Fisher-ADF has been 
developed by Maddala and Wu [64], and the Fisher-PP by Choi [65]. Fisher-ADF uses the 
p-value of the statistic obtained from the ADF unit root test while Fisher-PP uses the p-
value of the individual cross-sectional data as follows: 
1
2 ln( )
N
i
i
P p

          (2.3) 
 
2.1.1.3.Breitung test. 
The Breitung test is a unit root test proposed by Breitung [66]. The study of large-scale 
Monte Carlo simulation by Hlouskova and Wagner [68] revealed that the Breitung test has 
the highest power and smallest distortions among the generation panel unit root test. The 
regression model for the Breitung test is set as follows: 
1
,
1
p
it i i ik i t k it
k
y u t x  



          (2.4) 
The null hypothesis is that the process is difference stationary. 
1
0
1
: 1 0
p
i ik
k
H  


          (2.5) 
The alternative is that the ity is trend stationary, that is 0i   for all i . To construct 
unbiased test statistic, Breitung [66] performed transformed vectors as follows: 
* * *
1[ , , ]'i i i iTY AY y y        (2.6) 
* * *
1[ , , ]'i i i iTX BX x x        (2.7) 
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Under this assumption, following statistic has a standard normal distribution. 
2 * *
1
2 *' *
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i
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
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
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

      (2.8) 
 
2.1.2. Panel OLS  
When estimating static energy demand models by panel analysis, it is common to explain 
unobserved heterogeneity by using fixed or random effects. The following linear regression 
model considers the heterogeneity of the panel data [69]: 
it it i ity x u e            (2.9) 
In the fixed effect model, the error term iu  
of the above equation is regarded as the 
parameter to be estimated. On the contrary, assuming iu  as a random variable would make 
it the random effect model. 
In the case of the random effect model, the first-order autocorrelation problem of the 
error term is occurred using OLS estimation and cannot obtain an efficient estimator. 
Therefore, in order to obtain the efficient estimator in the random effect model, we need to 
use a generalized least squares (GLS) model that solves the autocorrelation problem. In 
addition, if the ( , ) 0it iCOV x u   assumption that implies the exogenous of explanatory 
variable is not established, then the random effect model estimator cannot be a consistent 
estimator. 
When choosing between fixed and random effect models, the primary criterion is the 
inference of iu , which refers to the heterogeneity of the panel data. If the panel data are 
derived from random sampling of the population, then the error term, iu  can be assumed 
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to follow a probability distribution. In terms of econometric theory, the choice between the 
two models is determined based on whether the ( , ) 0it iCOV x u  assumption is established. 
This is called the Hausman test, which sets the null and alternative hypotheses as follows 
[70]: 
0 : ( , ) 0it iH COV x u         (2.10) 
1 : ( , ) 0it iH COV x u         (2.11) 
If the null hypothesis is rejected (not rejected), then the random (fixed) effect model is 
more efficient. Therefore, this study conducts a panel analysis on the unobserved 
heterogeneity by using the Hausman test. 
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2.2 Keyword search volume 
As interest in Big Data has increased recently, research using Big Data has been actively 
conducted [71-75]. Big data is not a simply collection of large amounts of data. Big Data 
contains a huge amount of data that has accumulated information that has not been utilized 
before, and also includes the concept of analyzing and utilizing it. When the information 
that has not been regarded as data such as internet search, SNS activity and smartphone 
movement path is collected, the size of the data exceeds the imagination. Amazon, Google, 
and Facebook analyze search and log information to provide customized services to 
customers. The Korean government is also seeking to utilize the Big Data through the 
public data portal and to utilize it efficiently.2 
Google is now the most advanced company on Big Data and accounts for 90.91% of the 
global search market as of August 2018.3 Google Trends shows the search frequency of a 
keyword based on all Google searches conducted globally and in real time. As Google 
Trends can use information that is yet to be announced, its data can predict the present. 
“Predict the present” refers to analyzing the current situation, which has not yet been 
officially announced and cannot be otherwise analyzed. However, traditional economic and 
business models rely on statistics gathered form government data, annual/quarterly reports, 
and financial statements. These economic statistics are published at least a quarter or a year 
later and are made available with a significant delay. In particular, GDP is often used as a 
major factor in economic analysis; quarterly GDP in the US is officially estimated about 
one month after the end of the reference quarter. Previous studies have used now-casting 
to obtain an “early estimate” before official figures are published [76]. In other words, they 
                                           
2 https://www.data.go.kr 
3 http://gs.statcounter.com/search-engine-market-share 
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estimates the target variables using previously announced official figures. For instance, 
when estimating GDP, we can use expenditure components related to individual 
consumption or production, which are available at a monthly frequency. However, as 
mentioned earlier, Google Trends allow us to collect and analyze data immediately. 
Google Trends analysis has the more favorable capability to “predict the present” rather 
than “predict the future” [2]. In fact, recent research using Google Trends can predict the 
flu a few days before it actually happens [31]. Google Trends has also been used for 
predictions in the US and South Korean presidential elections, as well as trend analysis on 
Britain's Brexit. In this study, the analysis is conducted under the assumption that Google 
Trends data could be used as an explanatory variable in the econometric analysis. Therefore, 
if search frequency is more influential than existing explanatory variables, researchers 
should consider constructing a model based on the frequency of Internet-based searches. 
Google Trends graphs trends for each keyword when selecting keywords. It also 
provides search volume for states and cities as well as countries, regional trends can also 
collected. Google Trends can track trends by selecting a date range starting in 2004 and 
providing search volume on a weekly basis. The search figure is provided as a relative 
search frequency by fixing the maximum value to 100, not the actual search volume. The 
Figure 2.2 shows the interest over time of each keyword trends and Figure 2.3 shows the 
interest by subregion of "renewable" keywords. However, in order to collect panel data by 
the Google trends, it is necessary to download each keyword trend of each state and 
reconstruct it. 
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Figure 2.2. Interest over time of each keyword in Google Trends  
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Figure 2.3. Interest by subregion of "renewable" keywords in Google Trends 
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2.3 Artificial neural network 
ANN is a type of machine learning algorithm that learns the given information and 
identifies a nonlinear relationship with a target value [77]. In addition, because it has self-
learning ability, it is applied to various fields such as finance, accounting and marketing. It 
is also possible to process complexity and non-linearity data and it is possible to analyze it 
regardless of qualitative and quantitative variables [78]. In other words, even if the 
econometric model based on the theoretical background does not exist or is complex, it is 
possible to construct a prediction model through ANN. 
ANN have already been used as tools for prediction in various fields [39, 43, 46, 47, 52, 
79, 80]. In particular, computer hardware and algorithms for analysis of ANN have been 
developed in recent years. Moreover, the volume of ANN-based research has been 
increasing over the last six years [81]. However, ANN analysis is avoided in economics 
due to the problem of interpretation of results, called the black box issue [82]. In fact, 
energy consumption or price prediction is very difficult due to internal complexity and 
irregularities in various interaction factors [83]. In econometrics, a prediction model has 
been set up using only historical data or a forecasting model using explanatory variables in 
a multifactor-influenced forecasting method. However, these models are difficult to apply 
in the real world because they have to assume model types in advance, and therefore the 
use of ANN that do not need to assume model types is increasing [84]. Additionally, the 
accuracy and usability of ANN forecasting has increased in recent years. It is also useful 
for analyzing phenomena that have the complexity and interdependence of multiple 
elements [85]. 
  McCulloch and Pitts [86] proposed a computational model for neural networks based on 
mathematics and algorithms that mimic human brains. Rosenblatt [87] proposed a concept 
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called perceptron and constructed a basic ANN that sets and outputs weights through 
learning. In the 1980s, it was re-examined as MLP. Rumelhart and McClelland [88] 
proposed a backpropagation algorithm and various studies have been made. 
The ANN, which had been stagnated for 20 years, was revitalized due to the back 
propagation algorithm. By combining the back propagation algorithm with the MLP 
including the hidden layer, various problems such as the linear separation problem of the 
conventional perceptron method are solved. 
MLP is a neural network in which one or more intermediate layers, i.e., hidden layers, 
are present between the input layer and the output layer. It has a hierarchical structure as 
shown in Figure 2.4. It was initially proposed as a feedforward network with no direct 
connection from the output layer to the input layer. The structure is similar to a single layer 
perceptron, but improves network capability by making the input and output of the hidden 
layer and each node nonlinear. In the MLP, as the number of layers increases, the decision 
section becomes more and more subdivided. That is, the number of regression lines that 
can separate the zones according to the number of layers increases. In the case of a three-
layer structure, any type of zone can be formed in theory. Also, by applying the activation 
function of each layer as a sigmoid nonlinear function, the decision area can be represented 
by a gentle curve instead of a straight line, so that the back propagation learning algorithm 
can be performed. 
The learning method of the general MLP is as follows. When input data is presented to 
each node of the input layer, it is transformed at each node, transferred to the hidden layer, 
and output to the output layer. This output value is compared with the target value and the 
connection weight is adjusted in the direction of reducing the error. In supervised learning, 
input and target value patterns are presented to the network. The network compares the 
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output pattern, which changes as the input pattern given to the input layer propagates to the 
output layer, with the target value. If they match, the learning stops and if they do not match, 
the connection weight of the network is adjusted in the direction of reducing the error and 
the learning proceeds. 
Back propagation learning algorithm is the most used algorithm in MLP. In a MLP with 
one or more hidden layers between the input layer and the output layer, the error back 
propagates from the output node to the internal node and adjusts the connection weight. 
Back propagation learning algorithm requires a large amount of learning data until the 
learning process converges, and it is impossible to correct the learned pattern or to learn 
further, but it is the most widely used algorithm because it is easy to implement and quick 
learning is possible [78]. 
ANN can be classified according to its structure and learning algorithm. The structure is 
classified according to the connection method consisting of an input/output layer and a 
hidden layer, and the learning algorithm is classified by adjusting the weight of each layer. 
The hidden layer is weighted according to the data received from the input layer and 
transmits it to the output layer [89]. The algorithm provides a way to adjust the weights 
among nodes in all layers as the neural network learning proceeds [78]. 
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Figure 2.4. Multilayer artificial neural network structure 
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Figure 2.4 is a multilayer artificial neural network structure. The relationship between 
input layer, hidden layer, and output layer is shown here. 
The input value of the first hidden layer 1 jI  can be computed as: 
1 j ij i
i
I w x         (2.12) 
ix  is the i -th input value of the input layer, ijw is the weights that connects the i -th 
input layer and the j -th hidden layer, and 1 jI  is input to the hidden layer through the 
weight. 
The output value of 1 jh  is calculated through the activation function, ( )f  . 
 1 1j jO f I         (2.13) 
This value is again calculated as a weight between hidden layers, and output through the 
activation function. 
2 1j jk j
j
O f w O
 
  
 
        (2.14) 
Through the above procedure, the total error is calculated as given below. 
2
2
1
( )tot k jE y O
k
         (2.15) 
After calculating the error of the output value, the weight of each layer is updated by 
gradient descent as given below. 
 
new tot
jk jk
jk
E
w w
w


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
       (2.16) 
Where   is the learning rate, and partial derivatives are computed through back 
propagation [90]. The back propagation algorithm is done through the following procedure, 
where the bias is omitted for the sake of explanation of the structure. The bias is a value 
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that is set to prevent the situation where the output value of each node becomes zero. 
First, back propagation of the weights in the first layer from the output proceeds as 
follows. jkw  can be represented by three partial differential equations by chain rule as given 
below. 
2 2
2 2
j jtot tot
jk j j jk
O IE E
w O I w
  

   
       (2.17) 
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       (2.18) 
Assuming ( )f   is a sigmoid function, 2 jO  is the result of putting 2 jI  into sigmoid 
function. The derivative of the sigmoid function is as follows, where the above partial 
differential equation can be recalculated. 
 2 2 2
2
( ) 1 ( )
j
j j
j
O
sigmoid I sigmoid I
I

  

     (2.19) 
Finally, if 2 jI  is differentiated by jkw , 1 jO  is computed. In combination with the 
above equation, it is possible to determine how jkw  affects the total error. 
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      
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   (2.21) 
The calculated value is substituted into the equation (2.16) to calculate the updated 
weight value. In this way, each weight is updated to back propagate and iterative learning 
is performed until the error reaches the target value.  
The sigmoid function used in updating the weights is one of the activation functions. 
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Activation functions are used in various forms in many algorithms of artificial intelligence. 
Also, it is very important to use an appropriate activation function because the output value 
varies depending on which activation function is used. The input value of the node is output 
via the activation function and is determined to be activated in the next step. The most 
widely used function among the activation functions is shown in Figure 2.5. First, the most 
basic activation function is a step function, which has the same shape as a staircase, and is 
calculated as 0 or 1. The sigmoid function has a continuous output value as a nonlinear 
function. It is one of the most widely used functions because it has a smooth curve that can 
be differentiated for every x . The last activation function is a rectified linear unit (ReLU) 
function, which is a linear function. This is one of the functions that have been used recently 
to solve the problem of gradient vanishing in sigmoid function. In the sigmoid function 
with a value between 0 and 1, when the layer increases, the weight can be converges to 0, 
which is called the gradient vanishing problem. To solve this problem, ReLU has been 
developed and has the advantage that the differentiation is simple. The neural network 
learning of this study is done using MATLAB program and the preprocessing is done 
through minmax method. 
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Step function Sigmoid function ReLU 
 
Figure 2.5. Type of activation functions 
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Chapter 3. Development of panel analysis model 
This study analyzes the correlation between interest in US renewable energy and US 
household electricity consumption by using keyword search volume to “predict the present.” 
Currently, US household energy consumption accounts for about 22% of total energy 
consumption, and while electricity consumption comprises about 35%. This significant 
level of electricity consumption requires detailed analysis over time [91]. This study 
employs panel methodology to consider the effect across the United States. Studies that 
have adopted panel methodology to derive the factors that influence household electricity 
consumption have used the following explanatory variables. Alberini and Filippini [18] set 
electricity and gas prices, population, income, HDD, and CDD as explanatory variables. 
Constructing similar explanatory variables, Alberini et al. [17] select various domestic 
characteristics as variables instead of using population variables. Azevedo et al. [22] adopt 
only electricity prices, consumption expenditure, and HDD as explanatory variables; CDD 
is excluded because of the lack of EU data. Filippini [21] uses peak and off-peak electricity 
prices together with HDD and CDD to analyze electricity consumption per period. Hence, 
most electricity demand analyses include HDD and CDD as explanatory variables. In 
addition, these climate factors play an important role in the electricity market [92]. 
Therefore, this model sets HDD and CDD as explanatory variables in the household 
electricity demand analysis and utilize keyword search volume to explore the effect of 
renewable energy on electricity consumption. 
The model considers three keywords related to electricity consumption: “renewable,” 
“weather forecast,” and “temperature.” The “weather forecast” and “temperature” 
keywords are selected to assess whether the weather variables represented by HDD and 
CDD could be replaced by keyword search volume data. On the other hand, the “renewable” 
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keyword is chosen to ascertain the impact of renewable energy on electricity consumption. 
 
3.1 Panel data 
This study uses monthly data for all states in the United States (51 units including the 50 
states and the District of Columbia) from September 2013 to June 2016. Table 3.1 shows 
the descriptive statistics of the main variables. This model uses retail electricity sales as a 
proxy of household electricity consumption. The US Energy Information Administration 
(EIA) provides the retail sales and average retail prices.4 HDD and CDD are obtained from 
the Degree Days website.5 
Keyword search volume data on the key variables are downloaded from Google. 6 
Google provides real-time data on keyword search volumes with significant traffic, namely 
the search volumes for each month compared with the largest search volume over the 
selected range. As shown in Table 3.1, the Google Trends data normalizes the reported 
volumes against the highest value for the respective keyword, which is set to 100. This 
normalization is very important. As the number of people searching on Google constantly 
increases, comparisons using raw search values are not possible. It is also impossible to 
compare across regions because population varies by state or country. 
Google Trends data reflects a fixed maximum value and minimum values that change 
depending on the region or period. Since the data follow normal distribution, the 
characteristic that the mean and standard deviation change according to the minimum value 
can be confirmed in Table 3.1. In addition, due to the characteristic that the spike point for 
each variable varies by period, it is necessary to analyze each variable separately. A spike 
                                           
4 https://www.eia.gov/ 
5 http://www.degreedays.net/ 
6 https://www.google.com/trends/ 
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point refers to a sudden acceleration of search interest in a particular subject as compared 
to the general search volume. To make direct variable comparisons, all variables must be 
added during the data collection to extract relative values. In this study, each variable is 
separately applied to the formula. 
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Table 3.1. Descriptive statistics of the main variables 
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
Household electricity consumption (million kWh) 2253.457 2367.554 124.487 17143.150 
Electricity price (cents/kWh) 13.125 4.098 7.700 38.270 
HDD 171.182 196.030 0.000 942.000 
CDD 108.685 125.153 0.000 644.000 
“renewable” 36.424 17.720 3.000 100.000 
“temperature” 68.254 14.857 28.000 100.000 
“weather forecast” 44.557 16.226 12.000 100.000 
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3.2 Panel analysis model 
This study analyzes the relationship between keyword search volume and household 
electricity demand through a panel analysis. Monthly energy consumption is usually 
influenced by many external factors [93]. Three regression equations are constructed based 
on the static energy demand model, as follows: 
 
, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , ,i t i t i t i t i t i i tE P HDD CDD RE e               (3.1) 
, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , ,i t i t i t i t i t i i tE P HDD CDD T e               (3.2) 
, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , ,i t i t i t i t i t i i tE P HDD CDD WF e               (3.3) 
 
Where ,i tE  denotes US household electricity consumption, ,i tHDD  and ,i tCDD  are 
HDD and CDD, respectively, i  denotes the respective state of the United States, and t   
denotes the time period. P  is the electricity price; RE , T , and WF  are the keyword 
search volume “renewable,” “temperature,” and “weather forecast,” respectively; and   
and e  are the error terms. 
As explained above, this analysis selects six explanatory variables including three 
different keyword search volume. Of these keywords, “temperature” has been considered 
to be the most important variable when electricity is used for heating purposes; temperature 
sensitivity to electricity demand is increasing, thereby making it an important factor in 
determining demand [14, 15]. However, this model uses HDD and CDD instead of 
temperature, because these have non-linear relationships with electricity consumption [15]. 
These variables are selected to take on the value of the respective capital city. This is not 
only due to data availability but also because of small temperature variations within the 
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same states and the generally larger populations of the capital cities [94]. The EIA publishes 
average household electricity prices, which are calculated by dividing the revenue of 
utilities in the household sector by electricity sales to this sector. However, these data are 
not reflective of all power suppliers (in the case of retail power companies); therefore, 
whether average household electricity price is an appropriate variable is questionable, and 
the endogenous problem of price data has also been raised [18]. Hence, this study analyzes 
the effect of the price variables by setting them as explanatory variables. 
Household income is excluded from this model. As shown in previous studies, the 
income-electricity consumption relation is inelastic in the short term [17, 20, 23]. Therefore, 
this study estimates the short-term relationship to observe the effects of keyword search 
volume, assuming that household income does not change significantly in the short term. 
Household income data are excluded from the variables and included in the 𝜇 error term, 
which indicates the individual characteristics of the panel that do not change over time. In 
fact, income and population do not show large fluctuations in the short run.7 In addition, 
household income cannot be included in the analysis because of the unavailability of 
monthly data. 
  
                                           
7 Median income (year): $54,525 (2013), $53,718 (2014), $56,516 (2015). Source: US Census 
Bureau, https://www.census.gov/data/tables/2016/demo/income-poverty/p60-256.html 
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3.3 Keyword search volume 
The model choses “weather forecast” and “temperature” as keyword search volume. As 
mentioned in Section 3.2, temperature is one of the important factors in determining 
household electricity consumption, and analyze the impact of these keywords. 
The main analysis keyword “renewable” is selected for two reasons. The first reason is 
the growing interest in renewable energy [95, 96]. In the industrial sector, this interest has 
already been reflected in policy matters such as national penalties and subsidies to reduce 
carbon emissions. This sector is also attempting to reduce energy consumption through 
renewable energy generation. In the household sector, although a variety of renewable 
energy is used, it is difficult to derive the economic implications of such use as it is not 
converted into a quantifiable value. 8  Nevertheless, since household electricity 
consumption in the United States accounts for 35% of total consumption,9 it should be 
considered together with industrial and commercial consumption. Therefore, this model 
uses keyword search volume to estimate the impact of renewable energy. Keyword search 
volume data can be used as an explanatory variable since it is able to provide statistical 
data continuously and in real time. Although the “renewable” keyword may affect 
household electricity consumption, it has not been considered by previous studies due to 
the lack of quantified values. Therefore, the model reflects this variable by using keyword 
search volume. 
The second reason is that because of renewable energy, some end users are not only 
consumers but also producers, which can lead to changes in domestic demand patterns [97]. 
                                           
8 In the US Census Bureau, only geothermal energy, solar energy, and wood count toward 
residential renewable energy use and only data from 2014 are collected. 
9 http://www.eia.gov/electricity/ 
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If expenditure on electricity consumption increases, consumers will endeavor to reduce 
spend. One way of doing so is by using renewable energy. Consumers will try to generate 
their own electricity by installing various renewable energy facilities. Regardless of 
whether these electricity generation facilities are efficient, this will reduce electricity 
consumption in the short term. 
Since the “renewable” keyword have a fairly wide range of meanings, and most of the 
household renewable energy facilities are photovoltaic facilities, it is necessary to further 
refine the keyword selection. However, this study uses the “renewable” keyword because 
it has not been long since the data of the Google Trends has been provided and there are 
missing data by region and time. Also, since the main purpose of this study is the utilization 
of keyword search volume model construction, it is reasonable to focus more on model 
construction. 
In the multicollinearity problem between the keyword search volume and the 
temperature variable, if both variables are fully multicollinearity, it is impossible to 
estimate, but it is still BLUE (best linear unbiased estimation) because it is not in a perfect 
cointegration relationship[98]. The "temperature" and “weather forecast” keywords are 
explanatory variables that indicates the number of search frequencies, while the HDD and 
CDD are explanatory variables that indicate the temperature. It can also reduce the problem 
of multicollinearity by building panel data. Therefore, this study tries to solve the 
multicollinearity problem through the construction of panel data. 
 
3.4 Result and discussion 
Table 3.2 presents the unit root test results for each variable. If there is a unit root (i.e., 
both the dependent variable and the independent variable are unstable time series), the 
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regression model would need to be estimated after the first difference. However, all the 
variables are stationary.  
It can be seen from Table 3.2 that all the variables are stationary, which implies that there 
is no need for a cointegration test. Therefore, the second step is to apply the Hausman test 
to assess whether the unobserved heterogeneity is explained as a fixed or a random effect. 
As shown in Table 3.3, the null hypothesis of the Hausman test is rejected at the 1% level. 
That is, the Hausman test shows that the fixed effect estimation is more robust than the 
random effect estimation. 
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Table 3.2. Unit root test results for each variable 
Variable IPS Fisher-ADF* Fisher-PP* 
Household electricity consumption -20.735*** -26.330*** -15.491*** 
Price -8.293*** -17.047*** -10.079*** 
HDD -22.089*** -23.752*** -13.235*** 
CDD -23.682*** -21.094*** -17.088*** 
“renewable” -16.045*** -19.584*** -21.485*** 
“temperature” -18.926*** -18.082*** -21.474*** 
“weather forecast” -20.899*** -20.734*** -20.748*** 
Note: * denotes the inverse normal Z statistic10 
*** (**) denotes rejection of the null hypothesis at 1% (5%) level 
 
  
                                           
10 Choi [65] simulation results suggest that the inverse normal Z statistic offers the best trade-off between size and power. 
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Table 3.3. Hausman test results of each equation 
Model 
Equation (3.1) 
Keyword: “renewable” 
Equation (3.2) 
Keyword: “temperature” 
Equation (3.3) 
Keyword: “weather forecast” 
Hausman statistic 66.68*** 18.96*** 29.03*** 
Note: *** (**) denotes rejection of the null hypothesis at 1% (5%) level 
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Therefore, based on the results of Hausman test, the fixed effect model is selected for 
estimation in this study. The estimation results are shown in Tables 3.4-3.6. In all three 
keyword models, the price variable cannot be rejected at the 10% level. 
In the case of the model using the “renewable” keyword as an explanatory variable, all 
the variables except the price variable are statistically significant at the 1% level (Table 
3.4). Both the HDD and the CDD variables have positive coefficients; hence, household 
electricity consumption increases by 1.850 and 2.522 million kWh when HDD and CDD 
increase by one unit. On the contrary, the “renewable” variable has a negative coefficient 
and a much greater effect than HDD and CDD. 
In the model using the “temperature” keyword, the HDD and CDD variables also have 
positive coefficients: household electricity consumption increases by 2.218 and 3.532 
million kWh, respectively for every one unit increasing in HDD and CDD (Table 3.5). The 
“temperature” keyword variable also has a negative coefficient, but it has a similar size of 
effect as HDD. 
For the “weather forecast” variable, the results cannot be rejected at the 10% level (Table 
3.6). Thus, the “weather forecast” variable has no explanatory power for residential 
electricity demand and it is preferable to exclude it from the influence factors. 
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Table 3.4. Fixed effect results choosing the “renewable” keyword 
Household electricity 
consumption 
Coef. 𝒕-statistic 𝑷 > |𝒕| 
Price -14.604 -1.11 0.266 
HDD 1.850 19.56 0.000*** 
CDD 2.522 15.21 0.000*** 
“renewable” -16.017 -13.68 0.000*** 
Constant 2437.807 13.08 0.000*** 
Note: *** (**) denotes statistical significance at the 1% (5%) level 
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Table 3.5. Fixed effect results choosing the “temperature” keyword 
Household electricity 
consumption 
Coef. 𝒕-statistic 𝑷 > |𝒕| 
Price -11.498 -0.830 0.406 
HDD 2.218 20.990 0.000*** 
CDD 3.532 22.430 0.000*** 
“temperature” -2.542 -2.140 0.032** 
Constant 1814.357 9.090 0.000*** 
Note: *** (**) denotes statistical significance at the 1% (5%) level 
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Table 3.6. Fixed effect results choosing the “weather forecast” keyword 
Household electricity 
consumption 
Coef. 𝒕-statistic 𝑷 > |𝒕| 
Price -12.727 -0.920 0.359 
HDD 2.129 20.890 0.000*** 
CDD 3.609 23.210 0.000*** 
“weather forecast” 0 .007 0.010 0.994 
Constant 1663.447 8.770 0.000*** 
Note: *** (**) denotes statistical significance at the 1% (5%) level 
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The results show that the coefficient of the price variable cannot be rejected at the 10% 
significance level. A long-term price elasticity on the US household electricity 
consumption used to be significant [17, 18, 20]. In a short-term, however, it can be inelastic 
[18, 20]. The insignificant result for the coefficient of the price variable dose thus not 
violate a common belief on a price elasticity since our model is estimated using monthly 
data. Note that we do not take a logarithm on variables because of the characteristics of 
keyword search volume data. In addition, the purpose of this study is to examine the 
correlation of keyword search volume with household electricity consumption; so, this 
study focuses on the keyword search volume instead of price. 
In the case of the HDD and CDD variables, all previous studies have yielded positive 
coefficients that are significant at 1% significance level. However, the reason why the 
coefficients differ across these studies is likely due to the data period (e.g., summer or 
winter). For example, Salari and Javid [20]use data from 2005 to 2013, leading to HDD 
estimates of 0.21 and CDD estimates of 0.09. These results differ from the estimated values 
of this study. Since Salari and Javid [20] use annual data and logarithms are taken of all the 
variables to determine elasticity, it is unreasonable to compare these coefficients directly. 
As mentioned earlier, this difference occurs due to the data period. Also, these variations 
can be explained by the fact that it has not been long since households have started using 
electricity for heating and cooling. 
Regarding keyword search volume, which form the focus of this study, the keyword 
“temperature” has a negative coefficient of -2.542, which is similar to HDD. In other words, 
if the frequency of searching for “temperature” in the home increases by one unit, 
household electricity consumption reduces by 2.542. On the other hand, the effect of 
“renewable” keyword is large. This search term also has a negative correlation with 
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household electricity consumption. If the search frequency increases by one unit, household 
electricity consumption decreases by 16.017 million kWh. The correlation between the two 
variables, which intuitively seem to be unrelated, could have significant meaning. When 
one searches for “renewable” in the context of their household, they probably have a clear 
purpose. In the event that excessive electricity is consumed or electricity bills are high, 
homes will search for alternatives to reduce electricity consumption (e.g., installing 
renewable appliances). In the case of households equipped with renewable energy facilities, 
the power consumption will decrease in proportion to the capacity, and the results of the 
estimation can be seen.  
From the results, it can be seen that interest in renewable energy affects electricity 
demand. Nevertheless, there was no quantitative data on renewable energy for the analysis. 
As introduced in the Literature review section, there were positive correlations between 
keyword search volume and social activities such as “depression” and suicide death rate 
[36], “suicide” and intentional self-injury [34], “breast cancer” and attack rate of breast 
cancer [28], and “Trucks & SUVs” and motor vehicle and parts sales [2]. This study tries 
to extend this approach toward an energy economics filed. Consequently, this study could 
find out a significant influence of keyword search volume on household electricity demand.  
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Chapter 4. Development of panel ANN model 
In the meantime, there are very few studies in economics that have used panel data for 
prediction by ANN. Existing studies use panel data without differentiating between entities 
in the model structure [99-101]. This can be seen as not taking advantage of panel data. 
Pao and Chih [99] conducted ANN forecasting using panel data from high-tech companies 
in Taiwan for three years. The firm's debt ratio was estimated using eight independent 
variables as input nodes. Panel data from 207 companies were used, but the model was 
learned under the same conditions without considering the heterogeneity of each company. 
In other words, a pair of data sets was transmitted to the network one after another without 
distinction between companies. Al Shami et al. [100] predicted four indexes that represent 
the competitiveness of a knowledge-based economy. A model was constructed in which 
the input and the output were set to the same four indexes, and it was learned without 
discrimination by country. Crane-Droesch [101] constructed an ANN model using the 
weather and soil variables to predict the yield of corn. Input variables are divided into two 
categories, and time-invariant data such as soil, latitude, and longitude are configured to 
affect the output without going through the hidden layer. However, each US state variable 
and its corresponding time-invariant data are used to calculate the predicted values for each 
state in this model structure. In other words, the yield of a specific US state is forecasted 
using the model that learns from the information of all US states. Like other studies, this 
eventually results in not learning each state independently. It is necessary to compare the 
prediction accuracy of the models that have been learned with the time series data of a 
particular state. 
The panel ANN studies mentioned above did not differentiate between states and 
national data or have independent learning such as the pooled OLS method. Pooled OLS is 
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a panel analysis method that is rarely used because it involves very strong assumptions and 
causes autocorrelation, heteroscedasticity, and endogenous problems in almost all panel 
data [102]. Therefore, this study constructs a panel ANN structure using the advantages of 
panel data and analyzes its accuracy according to the change of forecasting periods. This 
study intends to improve the accuracy of predicted values when the forecast point increases 
by learning the unobserved heterogeneity contained in panel data from each state. 
However, short- or long-term forecasting and the number of predictions need to be 
differentiated. Short-term forecasting refers to predicting the near future, regardless of the 
number of predictions. Additionally, long-term forecasting considers only the length of a 
prediction period, regardless of the number of predictions, and is used in research that is 
intended to be used several decades later. On the other hand, the number of estimated 
predictions is not related to the long- or short-term prediction. In particular, machine 
learning, including ANN, is differentiated by increasing the number of predictions and not 
by specifying the learning period. This is because ANN model is not designed to distinguish 
between monthly and yearly time-series data. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify that a 
large number of predictions are not long-term predictions and that a small number of 
predictions are not short-term predictions (Figure 4.1) 
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Figure 4.1. Conceptual difference between short-term, long-term prediction and number of predictions 
. 
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4.1 Model development 
As mentioned above, panel analysis removes the cross-sectional dependence in the 
unobserved heterogeneity of the panel data. Unlike panel analysis, a model is constructed 
structure to learn the unobserved heterogeneity of the panel data. In other words, panel 
analysis removes the heterogeneity of the panel data, but our model uses this to learn. 
As seen in Figure 4.2, each US state consists of different layers and the weights of all 
layers are added to the last layer. Finally, one output (here, the US average data) is 
calculated. This is constructed for learning the unobserved heterogeneity of each state. The 
learned weights of each state are calculated through the last layer. Therefore, the layers of 
each state are learned without relation and have unique weights. 
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Figure 4.2. Panel ANN structure 
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Figure 4.3. Each layer structure of Panel ANN 
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Looking at the structure of each state, there are two or three layers for each state. (Figure 
4.3). If there is only one layer, adjusting weights by the gradient descent method results in 
adjustment in only one direction, and so two or three layers are inserted and the results of 
each model are compared. In other words, by increasing the number of layers, the number 
of selected regression lines is increased to enhance the learning effect. Also, the number of 
hidden nodes in each layer is adjusted to 2 ~ 3, and the results are compared. According to 
Demuth et al. [103], 2 or 3 hidden nodes were found to be suitable. Simply increasing the 
hidden nodes is a result of repeatedly drawing the regression line at one point. The structure 
described in this paragraph applies equally to the existing ANN method, which learns only 
US average data and not panel data. This is done to compare the panel and the time series 
data models under the same conditions. 
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Figure 4.4. Cascade method in each layer structure of Panel ANN 
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As seen in Figure 4.4, the input for each state is composed by a cascade method. Since 
the time series data have monthly trends, the model is set the time lag from 1 to 12 to find 
the most suitable structure [5]. Therefore, 1 ~ 12 input nodes are inserted for each state. As 
a result, the prediction is carried out by combining the above three structures. In other 
words, the number of inputs is determined by the number of time lags for each state (time 
lag multiplied by US states in this empirical study), and the number of outputs is one. The 
difference from [99-101] is that the panel data set used in this study had a single variable, 
and is not multivariate. The multivariate input set is replaced by the time lag set in this 
panel ANN model. 
The learning ANN model consists of 2 ~ 3 layers and 2 ~ 3 hidden nodes by states, and 
finally generates one prediction value. In other words, the optimal learning model is 
constructed by transforming the hidden layer and hidden node into 2 ~ 3. The learning 
function is the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, and the learning weight is converged using 
gradient descent in the backpropagation. The data used in this study is for 50 states in the 
United States. Since there are 50 entities and the amount of data to be inserted at one epoch 
is large, the number of layers and the activation function are both set to a simple structure. 
Four periods are forecasted: 6, 12, 18, and 24 months. 
One of the problems that can occur when learning a neural network is to include the 
predicted data for comparison with the learning data and to calculate the most suitable 
model by adjusting the number of layers and nodes. This learned neural network model 
will obviously have a small error, but the risk of overfitting is very large, and it is a way to 
fade the meaning of predictions. Therefore, in this study, the prediction comparison data 
(6, 12, 18, or 24 monthly data) is removed beforehand, and learning is performed by 
selecting the validation set and the test set to find the most suitable model. Then, we insert 
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the recent input data into the learning completed model and calculate the predicted value 
as shown in Figure 4.5. 
Additionally, this model does not predict whole forecasting months in one learning but 
learn every month and calculate the result. As mentioned before, this model did not learn 
by putting the predicted value into the input data because learning is performed by 
excluding the predictive comparison data. As seen in Figure 4.5, we set up a model structure 
that repeats learning to predict each month. The model forecasting by using input data from 
t-n to t-1 predicts the first month and forecasting t + 1 with the same input value predicts 
the next month. Values are predicted for 6, 12, 18, or 24 months through this iterative 
learning, and the total RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) and MAPE (Mean Absolute 
Percentage Error) are calculated and compared. This is a method of adopting a kind of 
ensemble technique. The ensemble method is known as a better technique for 
generalization by bagging, i.e. randomly dividing the training set, and calculating the error 
value of the whole after learning [104]. Therefore, the value calculated by the ensemble 
method is advantageous for generalized model construction compared with the predicted 
value at 6 months or 24 months at once, and overfitting problem is also solved. 
For comparison, electricity price is also predicted by the ANN structure used in earlier 
studies. This is in the same context as the use of pooled OLS as a comparison for existing 
panel research. Each state’s price is learning through one hidden layer as shown in Figure 
4.6. The difference from the above model is not only in the separation of the hidden layers, 
but also in the cascade-based input configuration. In other words, a pair of data sets 
regardless of the state is transmitted to the network one after another [99]. 
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Figure 4.5. Learning and prediction flow of Panel ANN 
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Figure 4.6. Previous panel ANN method 
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4.2 Panel Data 
This study analyzes the impact of panel data on the prediction of ANN. For this purpose, 
empirical analysis is conducted using panel data of US electricity price by states. For 
additional model verification, US natural gas city gate price forecasting is also performed. 
Obtaining panel data for research is difficult, so this model uses gas prices, which are easily 
available. In case of Korean electricity price, SMP (system marginal cost) is decided by the 
KPX (Korea power exchange) and it is added to CP (capacity payment). In addition, since 
KEPCO (Korea electric power corporation) does not publish data for building regional 
panel data, there is a problem in building data. Therefore, US electricity prices are used to 
verify the model. 
For national panel, it is not possible to obtain monthly data, and even for US states, 
monthly data is limited. The reason for using monthly data in this study is that the amount 
of annual data that can be used to learn is limited, because annual data is available only for 
50 years. Sufficient data should be available to learn the characteristics of each state using 
ANN method rather than the econometric analysis method, and therefore this model limits 
learning data to electricity and gas prices. Electricity and natural gas city gate prices are 
selected because their aggregation is easier and the monthly figures are regularly 
announced by the EIA. 
To construct a data set suitable for ANN, the data to be used in this study needs some 
restrictions. Since sufficient data must be available for learning, this analysis excludes 
annual data and use monthly data. Additionally, national panel data is not used as this is an 
empirical study for prediction. This is because in the numerical prediction of global GDP, 
world average of electricity price, gas price, or consumption is not meaningful. Of course, 
it is necessary to predict global CO2 emissions such as [105], but this is an analysis of long-
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term trends, and the purpose is to find the cause and solution of CO2 emissions by analyzing 
the long-term trends rather than improving the accuracy of the forecast. Of course, it should 
also be differentiated from other panel analysis studies. There is no restriction in the case 
of panel analysis that is not a prediction. 
Therefore, for the empirical analysis, this study uses monthly US electricity and natural 
gas city gate price data published by EIA. The electricity price data from January 2001 to 
March 2018 are used along with the natural gas city gate data from January 2001 to 
December 2016. In the case of the latter, data from up to 2016 are used as the rest of the 
data is missing. Also, time series data (average data of the US) are analyzed and compared 
with the predicted results. As mentioned in the introduction, ANN show better predictive 
accuracy than traditional methods. This analysis compares the results of ANN using panel 
data with the those using time series data to demonstrate the superiority of panel data on 
ANN. 
 
4.3 Result and discussion 
All the models changed the number of hidden layers to 2 ~ 3 and calculated the results. 
These models try to improve accuracy by increasing the number of regression lines using 
two to three hidden layers. In the case of the ANN using panel data, the data set consisting 
of only state-level data (A data set) and the one consisting of state-level data including the 
US average data (B data set) are separately learned and the results are calculated. 
After the ANN structure, i.e., the number of hidden layers, hidden nodes, and the time 
lag in this study is set up by using an empirical method, the RMSE of the test set is 
compared and the model is selected [106]. Then, this study forecasts with the selected 
model and compare results with the actual data that was previously removed from learning. 
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All models use the most populous Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation training function. 
The Bayesian algorithm is also used as an optimization function, but the forecasting 
accuracy is estimated to be significantly lower. The results are shown in the following 
Tables 4.1-4.8 and Figure. 7-8.  
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Table 4.1. The results of electricity price forecast in 6 month 
 US average time series data 
State level panel data 
Previous 
panel ANN 
Data set 
Aa 
Data set 
Bb 
Data set 
Aa 
Data set 
Bb 
Number of Hidden layers 1 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 
Number of Hidden nodes 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 
Time Lag 9 11 8 7 9 10 11 1 
RMSE 0.2042 0.0713* 0.2042 0.0759 0.2399 0.1944 0.1896 0.1273 
MAPE 1.6015 0.5599 1.5176 0.6291 1.8573 1.6300 1.5935 0.9518 
a Panel data set consisting of only state level data 
b Panel data set by states, including US average data 
* Best performance 
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Table 4.2. The results of electricity price forecast in 12 month 
 US average time series data 
State level panel data 
Previous 
panel ANN 
Data set 
Aa 
Data set 
Bb 
Data set 
Aa 
Data set 
Bb 
Number of Hidden layers 1 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 
Number of Hidden nodes 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 
Time Lag 12 11 10 10 6 8 9 1 
RMSE 0.1238 0.1001* 0.2213 0.5987 0.1762 0.2118 0.3664 0.3033 
MAPE 0.9640 0.8196 1.7729 5.0980 1.4535 1.7660 3.0552 2.1481 
a Panel data set consisting of only state level data 
b Panel data set by states, including US average data 
* Best performance 
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Table 4.3. The results of electricity price forecast in 18 month 
 US average time series data 
State level panel data 
Previous 
panel ANN 
Data set 
Aa 
Data set 
Bb 
Data set 
Aa 
Data set 
Bb 
Number of Hidden layers 1 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 
Number of Hidden nodes 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 
Time Lag 12 10 11 4 8 10 11 1 
RMSE 0.2701 0.3364 0.2578 0.3405 0.4282 0.2703 0.1850* 0.5395 
MAPE 2.3644 2.7000 2.1772 2.8889 3.4557 2.2684 1.3222 4.0501 
a Panel data set consisting of only state level data 
b Panel data set by states, including US average data 
* Best performance 
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Table 4.4. The results of electricity price forecast in 24 month 
 US average time series data 
State level panel data 
Previous 
panel ANN 
Data set 
Aa 
Data set 
Bb 
Data set 
Aa 
Data set 
Bb 
Number of Hidden layers 1 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 
Number of Hidden nodes 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 
Time Lag 9 7 9 10 10 10 7 1 
RMSE 0.3676 0.3417 0.4148 0.3154 0.3091 0.3707 0.2258* 0.4607 
MAPE 2.8458 2.7191 3.4387 2.4132 2.1391 2.9149 1.5235 3.3204 
a Panel data set consisting of only state level data 
b Panel data set by states, including US average data 
* Best performance 
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Table 4.5. The results of natural gas citygate price forecast in 6 month 
 US average time series data 
State level panel data 
Data set Aa Data set Bb Data set Aa Data set Bb 
Number of Hidden layers 1 2 3 2 2 3 3 
Number of Hidden nodes 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 
Time Lag 5 2 5 11 7 11 3 
RMSE 0.2610* 0.4729 0.4166 0.7436 0.4618 0.6701 1.2513 
MAPE 5.3725 9.8035 7.6065 12.8871 10.1927 15.3618 27.7857 
a Panel data set consisting of only state level data 
b Panel data set by states, including US average data 
* Best performance 
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Table 4.6. The results of natural gas citygate price forecast in 12 month 
 US average time series data 
State level panel data 
Data set Aa Data set Bb Data set Aa Data set Bb 
Number of Hidden layers 1 2 3 2 2 3 3 
Number of Hidden nodes 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 
Time Lag 10 6 2 6 3 3 6 
RMSE 0.9894 0.5974 0.5317 0.4031* 1.7088 0.6236 0.4074 
MAPE 24.2706 14.9306 12.6017 6.9528 25.6600 13.0101 8.8944 
a Panel data set consisting of only state level data 
b Panel data set by states, including US average data 
* Best performance 
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Table 4.7. The results of natural gas citygate price forecast in 18 month 
 US average time series data 
State level panel data 
Data set Aa Data set Bb Data set Aa Data set Bb 
Number of Hidden layers 1 2 3 2 2 3 3 
Number of Hidden nodes 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 
Time Lag 3 2 3 6 7 3 2 
RMSE 1.1414 1.0692 1.4987 1.0749 2.0114 1.2502 0.9548* 
MAPE 27.0446 25.5283 36.2998 25.7125 49.5870 30.4815 22.4587 
a Panel data set consisting of only state level data 
b Panel data set by states, including US average data 
* Best performance 
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Table 4.8. The results of natural gas citygate price forecast in 24 month 
 US average time series data 
State level panel data 
Data set Aa Data set Bb Data set Aa Data set Bb 
Number of Hidden layers 1 2 3 2 2 3 3 
Number of Hidden nodes 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 
Time Lag 7 1 8 1 4 1 4 
RMSE 1.5893 1.6086 1.5712 1.0179 1.3145 0.6143* 1.5977 
MAPE 38.2446 39.2987 37.1558 23.6017 32.4418 11.8672 38.7652 
a Panel data set consisting of only state level data 
b Panel data set by states, including US average data 
* Best performance 
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Figure 4.7. The results of electricity price forecast 
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Figure 4.8. The results of natural gas citygate price forecast 
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In case of the electricity price, the accuracy of the result using time series data in 6 
months and 12 months forecast is higher than using panel data. Of the learning models 
which showed the best results, MAPE is calculated as 0.5599 and 0.6291 respectively for 
the time series and panel data models in the 6-month forecast analysis. In the 12 months 
forecast analysis, it is 0.8196 and 1.4535, respectively. On the other hand, the results of 18 
and 24 months show that the result of panel data are much better. MAPE for the panel data 
models is 1.3222 and 1.5235, while in the time series data model, it is 2.1772 and 2.7191. 
As the forecasting period increases, it is reasonable that MAPE and RMSE will increase. 
Therefore, rather than comparing the MAPE of each model, we need to focus on the 18 and 
24 months estimates in a model using panel data. In case of the previous panel ANN method, 
it can be confirmed that accuracy is low in all the results. 
Natural gas city gate price forecasting is also carried out for additional model verification. 
In the case of natural gas city gate prices, the results of the model using time series data for 
only 6 months predictions are better while other predictions show that the panel data model 
has high accuracy. MAPE is 5.3725 in 6 months forecasting model, and 6.9528, 22.4587 
and 11.8672 respectively for the other three models. A noteworthy point is that panel data 
models tend to be more accurate as the forecast period increases (i.e., the number of 
predictions increases). Although the timing of improvement in accuracy differs (electricity 
prices start at 18 months, natural gas city gate prices start at 12 months), both models show 
an improvement of the panel data forecasting model in long-term predictions. 
According to the results, when estimating a small number of predicted values, the trend 
of the time-series data greatly influences the result and a time-series model produces better 
predictions. On the other hand, longer the forecast period, better the panel data model that 
learns from unobserved heterogeneity of the states rather than from the trends. Since 
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weights are updated without affecting each layer, it can be said that the model learns by 
considering the heterogeneity of each state. In other words, although different learning is 
performed for each layer, the models share the output layer weight when updated through 
back propagation because they have the same out-layer and target values. In comparison to 
a time series model in which only the trend is learned, the panel data model utilizes more 
information to improve accuracy by learning the trends and heterogeneity of each state. 
ANN is an accurate method in the field of forecasting. The results of this empirical study 
are also superior in smaller number of forecasting. In particular, results of the 6 months 
forecast show highly accurate results for both electricity and natural gas city gate price. On 
the other hand, in the case of ANN using panel data, prediction accuracy is lower than that 
of time series data in smaller number of forecasting, but this improves in larger number of 
forecasting. This can be seen as an improvement in accuracy by applying heterogeneity of 
each state in network learning using panel data. In both the empirical studies, panel data 
results are better than time series results in larger number of forecasting. Therefore, in case 
of long-term forecasting (i.e., when forecasting period increases), building a model with 
panel ANN structure as proposed in this study can improve accuracy. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusions 
This study investigates the applicability of the keyword search volume to panel analysis 
and develops a new model of ANN using panel data. For model validation of panel model 
and ANN model, this study conducts demand analysis and price forecasting of the 
electricity market, which is considered as the most important commodity of daily life in 
recent years. In particular, the analysis focuses on the US electricity market, which is the 
largest in the world.  
In the first essay, this study conducts the panel analysis using one of the Internet search 
terms, Google Trends, and confirmed the correlation with electricity consumption. 
Econometric studies using keyword search volume have been analyzed only in terms of the 
behaviors of households such as consumption activity in labor and housing markets. In 
particular, since there is no case of using Internet search words in electricity demand model 
analysis, a new model based on electricity static demand model is proposed. 
As a result of the electricity demand panel analysis, I found that the coefficient of the 
“renewable” variable is statistically significant and that the “temperature” variable is also 
significantly correlated with residential electricity demand. The “renewable” keyword has 
a large negative correlation with household electricity consumption, which can be 
estimated as a result of the growing interest in renewable energy. Although the electricity 
consumption patterns of households are influenced by many variables, this study suggests 
that interest in renewable energy should also be included as a major factor influencing 
electricity consumption. Taken together, our research shows that as searches for 
“renewable” increases and interest rises, electricity consumption tends to be replaced by 
renewable energy, thereby reducing total household electricity consumption.  
The significance of this study can be divided into two. It takes about a quarter or a year 
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for the official announcement of the electricity consumption statistics, as well as the prices 
and income statistics that can explain them; this has rarely been mentioned in traditional 
econometrics. In terms of this issue, the keyword search volume demand model proposed 
in this study can be useful for predicting the present. As another implication, this study 
shows that variables that have not been used hitherto, as they are not quantifiable or 
statistically significant (e.g., interest), can be analyzed through keyword search volume. 
That is, by using variables that cannot be quantified, the current situation can be predicted 
and analyzed. In addition, it is easy to solve the issue of data collection, which is the biggest 
disadvantage of panel analysis. This study indicates that the research can be expanded 
through keyword search volume. 
Undoubtedly, a clearer search keyword could have been used; however, there are 
limitations on the data provided by state in keyword search volume. If the use of Google 
search and the cumulative period is increased, it may be possible to adopt clearer and more 
diverse search keywords for analysis. Further analysis of electricity consumption or 
expenditure through more diverse keyword search volume may be considered for further 
study. 
In the second essay, ANN, which is a type of machine learning, is proposed as a 
prediction model suitable for panel data. Furthermore, in the case of the ANN using the 
panel data, only the analysis on the quantitative aspect of the panel data is performed, and 
there is no model utilizing the characteristics of the panel data. The main objective of this 
study is to develop a model that utilizes panel data to increase quantitative aspects of 
learning data and utilize its characteristics. Panel data includes cross-sectional and time-
series characteristics and implies unobserved heterogeneity. Using this characteristic, a 
new ANN prediction model was constructed and analyzed. Specifically, in the long-term 
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prediction, it is an appropriate method to learn the ANN using the panel data. 
This section outlines the proposal for building a panel ANN model. In the hidden layer 
configuration, it is reasonable to calculate the best result by increasing the number of 
hidden layers from 1 to 3. From the results, models with multiple hidden layers are selected 
over models with one hidden layer. Meanwhile, the use of more than 4 hidden layers 
requires deep learning, which is not recommended with a small volume of data, such as 
economics data. Deep learning is not necessary when you are looking at learning time and 
accuracy. Moreover, it cannot build big data needed for deep learning. 
In the case of machine learning predictions such as ANN, since the prediction model 
cannot learn the information about the time intervals of the learning data, it should be 
considered from the modeling. If the input data and the output data have the same period, 
it can be said that short-term prediction is performed when the learning data is time-based 
data and long-term prediction is performed when the data is yearly data. This should be 
kept in mind while interpreting the results. 
Panel ANN is a model that can be applied from day-to-day and hourly forecasts to long-
term trends of several years depending on the type of panel data. In analyzing the long-
term trends, a neural network model that can replace the large-scale simulation models such 
as NEMS and WEM can also be constructed. Therefore, this model can be applied in 
various fields ranging from the hourly price forecast of the next day's electricity market to 
the long-term trend of CO2 emissions. Also, if the privatization of electricity is progressed 
in domestic application, it will be applicable model.  
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Abstract in Korean 
빅데이터 분석과 기계 학습은 데이터 분석에 있어서 주요 분석 도구이다. 
빅데이터는 분야 별 데이터 분석을 위해 엄청난 양의 원데이터를 수집하고 
유지 관리하는 영역이며, 기계 학습은 이런 빅데이터를 처리하기 위한 주요 
분석 도구이다. 본 연구는 빅데이터 중 하나인 키워드 검색량의 패널 분석에 
있어서 적용 가능성을 알아보고, 패널 데이터를 사용한 인공신경망(Artificial 
Neural Network, ANN) 모형을 개발하여 전력 소비 분석과 가격 예측을 
시행하고자 한다. 계량경제학 분야, 특히 에너지 경제학 분야에서 키워드 
검색량을 사용한 분석 사례는 전무하며, 따라서 새로운 전력 수요 모형을 
구축하고자 한다. 또한 패널 데이터를 적용시킨 ANN 모형의 경우, 모형 구축 
사례가 없기 때문에 본 연구를 통해 새로운 패널 ANN 모형을 구축하였다. 본 
연구는 패널 분석 모형 개발과 패널 ANN 모형 개발 두 개의 연구로 
구성된다. 
먼저 키워드 검색량과 미국 주거용 전력 소비와의 상관 관계를 분석하여 
키워드 검색량의 활용성을 알아보고자 한다. 따라서 전력 소비와 관련이 있는 
키워드를 고려하여 “Renewable”과 “Weather forecast”, “Temperature”를 인터넷 
검색어 키워드로 설정하였다. 그 동안, 주거용 재생 에너지 소비량을 수치화 
할 수 있는 방법이 없었기 때문에, 미국의 재생 에너지와 주거용 전력 소비량 
간의 상관 관계에 대한 연구는 전무한 실정이다. 주거용 전력 소비는 수준을 
예측하기가 어려우며, 개인 정보 수집에 따른 문제, 측정 비용 문제로 인해 
상업, 산업 같은 다른 주요 부문에 비해 파악이 힘들다. 따라서 인터넷 
검색어를 사용하여 재생 에너지에 대한 관심을 포함한 모형을 구성하여 
주거용 전력 소비와의 상관 관계를 분석하고자 한다. 
패널 분석을 위해 에너지 수요 모형을 변형하여 모형을 구축하였으며, 3가지 
키워드 검색량 키워드에 따른 모형을 분석하여 비교하였다. 모든 변수의 
단위근 검정 결과 모두 안정적으로 산출되었으며, 하우스만 검정 하에 고정 
효과 모형을 선택하여 분석하였다. “Renewable” 키워드를 변수에 적용한 
모형의 경우, 가격 변수를 제외한 모든 변수가 1% 유의수준 하에서 
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통계적으로 유의미한 것으로 나타났다. 키워드 검색량 “renewable” 변수는 
음의 상관관계를 가지며 키워드 검색량이 한 단계 증가할 때 전력 소비량이 
16.017 million kWh 감소하는 것으로 나타났다. “Temperature” 키워드 모형의 
경우, “Renewable”과 마찬가지로 음의 상관관계를 가지나 HDD 변수와 비슷한 
영향을 미치는 것을 볼 수 있다. 
직관적으로 아무런 관계가 없을 것 같은 두 변수의 상관관계가 크게 산출된 
것은 분명한 의미를 지니고 있을 것이다. 분명 가정에서 “Renewable”을 
검색할 때는 분명한 목적을 가지고 있기 마련이다. 전력 소비가 과도하게 
이루어 졌거나 요금이 과도하게 부과되었을 때, 가정에서는 전력 소비를 
줄이기 위한 대안을 모색할 것이다. 물론 신 재생 기기를 설치한 가정이 많지 
않겠지만, 신 재생 기기를 시행한 가정의 경우 그만큼 전력 소비가 감소할 
것이며 그 추정 결과가 나타난 것이라 볼 수 있다.  
3가지 키워드 검색량을 변수로 설정하며 진행한 결과, “Renewable” 변수의 
상관계수가 가장 높게 산출된 것을 볼 수 있으며, “Temperature” 변수도 주거용 
전력 소비와 유의미한 상관관계를 가지는 것으로 나타났다. “Renewable” 
키워드는 주거용 전력 소비량과 큰 음의 상관관계를 가지며, 이는 최근 
증가하고 있는 재생에너지에 대한 관심도에 따른 결과로 추정해 볼 수 있다. 
가정의 소비 형태는 많은 변수에 영향을 받지만, 소비 변화에 영향을 주는 
주요 인자로 관심도 또한 포함되어야 함을 시사한다. 
다음으로는 인공신경망(Artificial Neural Network, ANN)을 이용하여 전력 가격 
예측을 시행하였다. ANN은 다양한 분야에서 예측을 위한 툴로 사용되고 있다. 
경제학 분석 연구에서는 일반적으로 단기 예측을 위해 사용되어 왔다. 반면, 
예측 시점이 증가하게 되면 예측 정확도는 급격하게 하락하게 된다. 같은 
데이터 셋 하에서는 장기 예측 시 예측 정확도는 단기 예측 보다 커지기 
마련이다. 따라서 본 연구는 같은 데이터 셋 하에서 예측치 개수 증가로 인한 
예측 정확도의 하락을 보완하고자 한다. 
패널 데이터는 기존 시계열 데이터가 가지고 있지 못한 정보를 포함하고 
있다. 시계열 데이터의 추세 정보는 물론이고, 주 혹은 국가 별 특성 또한 
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가지고 있다. 하지만 그 동안 경제학 분야에서 패널 데이터를 사용하여 
ANN으로 예측한 연구는 거의 없다. 기존 연구들도 전부 패널 데이터를 
사용할 뿐 국가 혹은 지역을 모형 내에서 구분해주지 않는다. 이는 패널 
데이터의 장점을 활용하지 못한 것으로 볼 수 있다. 기존 패널 ANN 연구들은 
Pooled OLS 방식과 같이 지역 별, 혹은 국가 별 자료를 구분하지 않거나, 
독립적인 학습이 이루어지지 않은 모형을 구축하였다. 따라서 본 연구에서는 
패널 데이터가 가지고 있는 특성을 활용하여 패널 ANN 모형을 구축하고 
예측 개수의 변화에 따른 정확도를 분석 하고자 한다. 패널 데이터의 각 지역 
및 국가가 가지고 있는 특성을 학습시켜 추정된 예측치의 정확도 향상을 
도모하고자 한다. 패널 데이터는 관측 불가능한 특성을 포함하고 있으며, 
때문에 시계열 정보뿐 아니라 각 국가 혹은 지역 별 정보도 학습할 수 있을 
것이란 가정 하에 분석을 진행하였다. 
패널 분석은 패널 데이터가 가지고 있는 관찰 불가능한 특성을 고려하여 
횡단면 의존성을 제거하게 된다. 반면 본 장의 ANN 모형은 패널 데이터가 
가지고 있는 이 관찰 불가능한 특성을 학습시키기 위한 모형으로 설계하였다. 
각 주 별로 학습을 분리시켜 시행하였으며, 두 개 혹은 세 개의 은닉층이 주 
별로 위치하였다. 모형 학습 후, 6, 12, 18, 24개월을 예측한 뒤 전체 RMSE와 
MAPE를 구하여 최적 모형을 산출하였다. 
모형 검증을 위해, 미국의 전력 가격의 주 별 패널 데이터를 사용하였다. 
또한 추가적인 모형 검증을 위해 천연 가스 가격의 예측도 함께 시행하였다. 
전력 가격 예측 모형의 경우, 6, 12개월 예측치는 기존 단일 데이터를 사용한 
ANN의 정확도가 더 높게 산출되었다. 반면 18, 24개월의 결과는 패널 
데이터를 사용한 결과가 좋은 것을 확인할 수 있었다. 가스 가격의 경우에는 
6개월 예측치만 단일 데이터를 사용한 모형의 결과가 좋게 산출되었고 그 
이후 예측치는 패널 ANN 모형이 보다 높은 정확도를 산출하였다. 주목할 
만한 요소는 예측치가 많을수록, 즉, 예측 기간이 길수록 패널 ANN 모형이 
더 높은 정확도를 보인다는 것이다. 기간의 차이는 있지만 두 모형 전부 예측 
기간이 길어질 수록 정확도 향상이 이루어짐을 보인다. 
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결론적으로, 예측 기간이 짧을 때는 시계열 데이터의 추세가 결과값에 큰 
영향을 미쳐 단일 시계열 모형이 더 좋은 예측값을 산출해 낸다고 볼 수 있다. 
반면, 예측 기간이 길어질수록, 추세 보다는 주 별 특징을 학습한 모형이 더 
좋은 결과를 가지게 된다. 각 주 별로 가중치가 서로 영향을 끼치지 않고 
갱신되기 때문에, 주 별 특성이 고려된 모형으로 학습되었다고 볼 수 있다. 
이로 인해 패널 데이터의 각 주 별 추세나 특성을 학습하여, 더 많은 정보를 
활용 가능하게 되고, 추세만을 학습한 단일 시계열 모형보다 정확도 향상을 
도모할 수 있게 된다. 
본 연구는 패널 데이터를 활용하여 전력 소비량을 분석하고 전력 가격 
예측을 시행하였다. 전력 소비량의 패널 분석은 주거용 전력 소비 문헌에서 
고려된 모형을 기반으로 키워드 검색량 자료와 접목하여 새로운 모형을 
제시하고 있다. 신 재생 설비 설치 용량 뿐 아니라 재생에너지에 대한 관심이 
전력 소비량에 영향을 미침에도 불구하고 정량적인 데이터가 없어 설명할 수 
없었던 부분을 본 연구에서는 키워드 검색량을 대체 변수로 사용하여 
분석하였다. 결론적으로 이 연구는 지금까지 사용되지 않았지만 계량화가 
불가능하거나 통계적으로 유의미한 변수가 키워드 검색량을 통해 분석 될 수 
있음을 보여준다.  
전력 가격 예측 분석에서는 예측치의 개수가 증가할 때 예측 정확도가 
하락하는 점을 보완 해주기 위한 새로운 패널 ANN모형을 제안하였다. 패널 
ANN은 패널 데이터의 구축 여부에 따라 시간 별 예측에서부터, 장기 추세 
예측까지 적용할 수 있는 모형이다. 장기 추세 분석의 경우, NEMS(National 
Energy Modeling System)나 WEM(World Energy Model)같은 대규모 시뮬레이션 
모형을 대체할 수 있는 신경망 모형 또한 구축 가능할 것이다. 따라서, 
다음날의 전력 시장의 시간 별 가격 예측에서부터 CO2 배출량의 장기 추세 
예측까지 다양한 분야에서 활용 가능할 것이다. 
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